
From: Darrell Roberts
To: LPD1-2 PMs
Date: 8/9/05 6:11PM
Subject: Authorization to close out old TACs (affecting age goal for Other Licensing
Tasks)

PMs,

I hereby authorize you to start closing certain greater-than-one-year-old TACs on your dockets
to which you have not charged any hours recently, or which you have no intention of completing
this FY.  Specifically, I'd like you to start closing any authority file reviews and commitment
management TACs that fall in those categories.  If you think I'm sending the wrong message by
having you close these without having first completed the actions, I hope you'll understand why
I think that there is no good reason to have open TACs that are between one and three years
old, which are collecting dust (and creating problems with our OLT age goal) on the books, if
we have no intention of completing the actions this year.  This is how we are "shedding" this
work for the current fiscal year.  It is apparent that higher priority work has taken precedent over
these activities, particularly now as we concentrate on completing licensing actions and other
items that must be done this FY.

When FY06 arrives, we'll discuss opening new TACs for place-holding/reminder purposes. 
However, I don't want us to open new TACs for these activities if we have not made salient
plans to complete the actions during the FY, or if we cannot complete them due to higher
priority work.

Please confirm to me by reply to this e-mail that you have closed the associated TACs for your
dockets.  Although I have focused on authority file reviews and commitment management
audits, there may be similar TACs that should be considered for closure.  Please discuss them
with me before taking similar actions.  If you need a document on which to base closure of the
authority review and commitment management TACs, this e-mail may suffice.

Darrell J. Roberts
Section Chief
NRR/DLPM/PD1-2
(301) 415-1669

CC: Christina Merritt;  Cornelius Holden;  Eileen Orders;  Richard Laufer
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